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As explained, this is due to the lack of other work to
absorb the surplus female labour in the village. Sheep
raising was started because of the new demand of the
market. But the amount of production cannot be
increased while supply of grass is limited as at present.
Price is thus not the only factor determining the
volume of production.
Rice is produced partly for selling and partly for
consumption. The amount of reserve does not neces-
sarily fluctuate according to the price. Each house-
hold will try to reserve enough rice for a year's con-
sumption. A high market price of rice will not induce
the producer to sell his reserves, because the future
price *level is uncertain. But a low price will force
people to sell more rice to the market; this is because
the amount of money income needed by each house-
hold is more or less known at the time of harvest when
the tenants are required to pay their rent in terms of
money. This fact is important for the rice collectors.
They usually try to force down the price in order to
increase the volume of trade. The villagers' total
reserve is frequently so reduced as to be insufficient
for their own consumption. In the following summer
the villagers will be dependent on outside supply
(XV-3), This also is to the benefit of the trader.
The fluctuation of price does not affect the total pro-
duction of rice. The total amount is determined by
the size of the land, the technique of production, and
last, but not least, the supply of rainfall. These are
matters over which the people have little control.
Change of occupation is difficult and even change of
crop seldom comes to the minds of the villagers. Thus
the structure of production is a rigid one and does
not react elastically to the demand of the market.

